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OF LARGE-SCALE SPARSE GRAPHS
by
Sanyamee Milindkumar Patel
Finding the transitive closure of a graph is a fundamental graph problem where
another graph is obtained in which an edge exists between two nodes if and only if
there is a path in our graph from one node to the other. The reachability matrix of a
graph is its transitive closure. This thesis describes a novel approach that uses anti-
sections to obtain the transitive closure of a graph. It also examines its advantages
when implemented in parallel on a GPU using the Hornet graph data structure.
Graph representations of real-world systems are typically sparse in nature due to
lesser connectivity between nodes. The anti-section approach is designed specifically
to improve performance for large scale sparse graphs. The NVIDIA Titan V GPU is
used for the execution of the anti-section parallel implementations. The Dual-Round
and Hash-Based implementations of the Anti-Section transitive closure approach
provide a significant speedup over several parallel and sequential implementations.
ACCELERATING TRANSITIVE CLOSURE
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Today many fields consider network science their own.
Mathematicians rightly claim ownership and priority
through graph theory; the exploration of social networks
by sociologists goes back decades; physics lent the
universality concept and infused many analytical tools
that are now unavoidable in the study of networks;
biology invested hundreds of millions of dollars into
mapping subcellular networks; computer science offered
an algorithmic perspective, allowing us to explore very
large networks; engineering invested considerable efforts
into the exploration of infrastructural networks. It is
remarkable how these many disparate pieces managed to
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Real-world systems where connections are fundamental in their functioning are best
represented by graphs. These are systems where components either interact with
each other or are related to each other based on the state of the system. Numerous
problems in various domains can be represented as graphs. In a graph, the number
of possible edges from a single node can be equal to the total number of nodes in
the graph. For directed graphs, the total number of possible edges in a graph with
N nodes is N × (N − 1). For undirected graphs, the number is half of that since
directed graph has the possibility of two edges between two same nodes. Graphs
which utilize this property are known as dense graphs. These graphs have a larger
number of edges. Theoretically, basic data structure and algorithms for graphs were
constructed keeping the dense nature of graphs in consideration. However, real-world
systems, when represented as graphs, have a significantly lesser number of edges
[14]. Networks where nodes have a small fraction of the possible edges are commonly
referred to as sparse networks.
The transitive closure [16] of a directed graph is defined as another graph in
which an edge exists between two nodes, A and B, if and only if there is a path
between A to B in the graph. Given a directed graph, G(V,E) where V is the set of
vertices and E is the set of edges in G, the transitive closure, G’ of G can be defined
as G’(V,E’) where E’ contains edges (i,j) if and only if there is a directed path from
vertex i to vertex j in E. In simpler words, the transitive closure of a graph depicts
all the node-pairs which have a path from one to the other in the original graph. An
edge from node i to node j in the transitive closure of a graph G implies that there is
a directed path from node to to node j in G.
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The problem of transitive closure is represented in various forms. The single
source transitive closure problem requires all paths that are reachable from a given
source vertex[5]. A depth-first search from the source vertex is an algorithm for
the problem with O(|V |+ |E|) run-time complexity. A multi-source transitive closure
version requires the same answers as single course transitive closure but with multiple
source vertices. In the all-pairs transitive closure problem, all pairs of nodes that have
a from one to the other should have a respective edge in the transitive closure. An
all-pairs shortest path problem further examines the paths represented by edges in
the all-pairs transitive closure of a graph. We examine the all-pairs transitive closure
problem and refer to it as transitive closure.
Transitive closure is fundamental in solving reachability problems for database
querying and in reachability analysis of transition networks in distributed systems
[10]. If a transitive closure of a relation is computed prior to querying and saved, there
is scope for rapid evaluation of transitive queries [27, 1]. Transitive closure also finds
its applications in compiler construction for parsing automata [5, 43]. Real-world
graphs being large and sparse in nature increases the scope for customization in
traditional transitive closure algorithms to reduce the time and space complexity
by leveraging the power of parallel programming paradigms. Advantages of the
properties of directed graphs and sparse graphs can be taken by improving methods
for representation of graphs and their processing. We examine the full transitive
closure problem for directed sparse graphs of larger sizes using GPUs.
1.1 Goals
Our primary goal was to find an algorithm for transitive closure specifically for large
scale sparse graphs using the Hornet data structure representation of graphs. We
searched for transitive closure algorithms that require a time that is almost linear to
the size of the input graph in the average case. We utilized the dynamic graph data
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structure Hornet. It provides fast edge insertions and efficient memory management,
helping the algorithm to outperform CPU and GPU implementations of the algorithm.
The secondary goal was to parallelize the algorithm and optimize the Anti-
Section approach using different programming paradigms for scalability. We designed
a Dual-Round version and a hashing version of our Anti-Section approach. We
estimated their performance and identified drawbacks to iteratively improve both
approaches.
1.2 Contributions
In this thesis, we introduce a new algorithm for obtaining the transitive closure of a
graph called the Anti-Section Transitive Closure. Most of the credit for the conception
and implementation of the work go to Dr. Oded Green from NVIDIA and Dr. Zhihui
Du from NJIT who are esteemed members of Dr. David A. Bader’s research group.
Following are the major contributions of the paper to algorithm.
• An operator to obtain the non-intersecting elements of two lists called the list
Anti-Section operator. The concept is the opposite of finding an intersection of
two lists. Hence, it is called Anti-Section.
• We employ a bulk edge insertion technique in our algorithm by utilizing
Hornet’s dynamic edge insertion advantage. This helps us avoid complex locking
mechanisms for each iteration of finding new edges using the Anti-Section
approach. Using Hornet also reduces memory utilization.
• We implement a parallelized version of the Anti-Section Transitive Closure
algorithm showing effectiveness of load balancing across tens of thousands of
threads.
• The Dual-Round and Hash-Based Anti-Section algorithms outrun various CPU
and GPU implementations of transitive closure.
3
1.3 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, we define the graph theoretic terminology that we use in the thesis,
and the transitive closure problem and discuss its variations. We delve in to previous
solutions of the problem and work that is relevant to the problem specifically for large
scale sparse graphs.
In Chapter 3, we delve into details about the Hornet graph data structure and
provide reasoning for its choice as the data structure for graph representation for this
problem.
In Chapter 4, we study the Anti-Section Transitive Closure algorithm. We
start with describing the triangle counting algorithm to understand the relevance
of ”anti-sections”. We explore the logic for an Anti-Section in a graph and the
iteration-based method using Hornet to gain an understanding of the need for two
different implementations of Anti-Section transitive closure. Then, we develop and
evaluate the Dual-Round and Hash-Based approaches of the algorithm, and analyze
the time and space complexity of their implementations.
In Chapter 5, we present the experimental setup used to measure performance
of both implementations of our algorithm. This consists of the input graph networks,
software, hardware environments and frameworks used as benchmarks, the CPU and
GPU implementations of Transitive Closure to compare with our algorithm.
In Chapter 6, we present the performance analysis of the Anti-Section Transitive
Closure algorithm over various aspects in comparison with the CPU and GPU
implementations explained in Chapter 5.




THE TRANSITIVE CLOSURE PROBLEM
2.1 Graph Terminology
Definition 1. A directed graph G is a tuple (V,E) where V is a set of elements
called vertices and E ⊆ V × V is set of ordered pairs called edges. The cardinality of
V is denoted by n and the cardinality of E is denoted by e. Given an edge (u, v), u
is the source and v is the destination of the edge.
In this thesis, we consider transitive closure only for directed graphs. Therefore,
the word ”graph” always refers to a directed graph, from here on, in this thesis. An
example of a directed graph is depicted in Fig. 2.1. Note that the arrow depicting an
edge starts from the source node to the destination node.
Another term that will frequently be used in this thesis is sparse graphs. There
is no set threshold for considering a graph as sparse. The maximum possible number
of edges in a directed graph G(V,E), is |V | (|V | − 1). This is approximately equal
to the square of the total number of vertices in G i.e |V |2. A graph that has a
significantly lesser number of edges than |V | (|V | − 1) is considered as sparse. The











v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6
v1 0 1 1 0 0 0
v2 0 0 0 0 0 0
v3 0 0 0 1 0 0
v4 0 0 0 0 1 1
v5 0 0 0 0 0 0




[v1] = v2, v3
[v2] = ×
[v3] = v4,




Figure 2.2 Representation of G(V,E) using basic data structures.
2.1.1 Graph Representation
The choice of data structure to represent a graph can depend on the properties of
the graph, the system being modelled as a graph and the type of problem that has
to be tackled using the graph. A graph can be represented using a number of data
structures such as adjacency matrix and adjacency list [4]. Fig. 2.2 depicts both
representations of G(V,E). An adjacency matrix is a |V | × |V | matrix of bits where
element (i, j) is 1 if and only if the edge (vi, vj) is in E. Thus an adjacency matrix
takes up Θ(|V |2) storage. In Fig. 2.2(a) depicting the adjacency matrix of G(V,E),
the number of zero-values denoting the absence of an edge between two nodes are
many. An adjacency list is a list of |V | lists, each list corresponding to a vertex in
the graph containing the neighbors of that vertex. It requires Θ(|V | + |E|) space.
Due to a sparse graph containing many redundant zero values, adjacency list is a
more suitable choice. However, in the case of sparse graphs, each node may not have
neighboring edges to which they are connected. This is true for nodes v2, v5, and v6
in G(V,E) in 2.2.
Another aspect to consider is the time and space complexity of conducting
basic graph operations using a particular representation. While an adjacency matrix
utilizes O(|V |2) space, it offers O(1) i.e. constant time lookup. On the other hand,
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an adjacency list requires Θ(|V | + |E|) space but needs O(|V |) time for lookup.
Furthermore, the set of adjacent vertices to a particular vertex can be accessed
quicker through an adjacency list than an adjacency matrix. It will be O(|V |) for
the adjacency matrix. For the adjacency list, finding the list of the vertex is all that
needs to be done. Traversing the adjacency list of that vertex will give us the entire
set in O(|neighbors|) time. For solutions to scale for larger and sparser graphs, a
balance between space and time trade-off needs to be achieved. Therefore, the need
for more efficient graph data structures to represent larger sparse graphs is evident.
Graph representations such as CSR (Compressed Sparse Row), CSC (Compressed
Sparse Column) and COO (Co-ordinate List) are used for sparse graphs although
the most commonly used implementation for simpler problems is adjacency list.
The concept behind these structures is to reduce storage and computing time by
recording and traversing only the non-zero elements. The most widely used one is the
compressed sparse row (CSR) format. It stores only the column indices and values of
non-zero elements existing in a row. The start and end of each row are then stored as
column indices and value in a row offsets array. Hence, CSR only requires O(|V |+|E|)
memory for storage. Various other representations have been developed and can be
found in [15, 22, 48, 31, 41]. All these structures have trade-offs in terms of space and
time complexity for lookup and manipulation of graphs. For our principal approach,
we employ Hornet[11], a data structure specifically designed for large scale sparse
graphs. More information regarding Hornet and the advantages it provides to our
implementation is given in Chapter 3.
2.2 The Transitive Closure Problem
Definition 2. The transitive closure of a directed graph G(V,E) is another graph







Figure 2.3 Transitive Closure Ĝ(V, Ê) of example graph, G(V,E).
For the graph depicted in 2.1, the transitive closure can be calculated as the
graph depicted in 2.3. Ĝ denotes the transitive closure of G and Ê denotes the set
of edges in the transitive closure of E. One example of a new edge added in the
transitive closure is the edge from v1 to v4. This is added due to edges (v1, v3) and
(v3, v4) resulting in a path from v1 to v4.
The property of transitivity is known in many disciplines such as mathematics
and database systems. It means that if an object A is related to an object B, and
object B is related to another object C, then by the property of transitivity, A is
related to B.
A major challenge in transitive closure algorithms is avoiding redundant
operations. In a single graph, two nodes may be connected through many paths.
This results in exploring each path and trying to insert the seemingly new edge to
the transitive closure of the graph. This also means that successors of connected
nodes will intersect. We aim to efficiently find these intersections. We also avoid the
bottleneck caused by insertion of bulk edges at every iteration with the properties of
Hornet.
The transitive closure problem is an instance of the closed semiring problem
in linear algebra. Of the various algorithms that can be designed to solve closed
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semiring problems, implementations specific to graph properties and the requirements
of the problem have are very few. We discuss relevant works in this area in further
subsections. However, a lot of these implementations are designed for the general case
and do not apply to transitive closure algorithms for sparse graphs. We discuss a more
relevant approach in the subsequent subsection. Transitive closure algorithms have
also been studied in the area of databases to implement efficient querying methods
for transitive relationships [3, 45, 42].
2.3 Previous Work
Transitive closure has encouraged various themes in approaching the problem in terms
of algorithm and implementation. Research on this topic has been broad over the
years. Transitive closure is also closely associated with the all-pairs shortest paths
problem where shortest paths between all vertex pairs are obtained. For obtaining
the transitive closure of a graph, we need to explore all possible paths between all
vertex pairs in the worst case. Using the brute-force approach, transitive closure
can be solved by conducting a graph traversal for each vertex in the graph. If a
vertex is reached then the corresponding vertex is indicated to have a path with the
originating vertex. Assuming that the graph was represented by an adjacency matrix,
then the cost is Θ(n3) where n is the number of vertices in the graph. For a sparse
graph, an adjacency list is more appropriate, then the cost is Θ((n + m)n). We
present approaches to generate transitive closure by bifurcating them into groups of
algorithms based on their principal underlying logic.
2.3.1 Warshall’s Algorithm
The first group, based mainly on Boolean matrix multiplication was pioneered by
Roy in [40] but it only found recognition later when it was rediscovered by Warshall
in [47]. Warshall’s transitive closure algorithm generates a sequence of n matrices to
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calculate the transitive closure, where n is the number of vertices in the graph, as
follows.
R0, R1, R2....Rk−1, Rk,....Rn
In the above sequence, the R0 matrix represents paths without any intermediate
vertices, so it is the adjacency matrix of the original graph. In any matrix Rk, the
value of the element at the ith row and jth column is one if and only if there exists
a path from vi to vj such that all intermediate vertices, wq are among the first k
vertices. This means that, at any intermediate step, k, the paths discovered are only
up to the first k vertices in the graph. The Rn matrix represents the transitive closure
and has ones if there is a path between vertices to any of the n vertices in the graph.
Algorithm 1 Warshall’s Algorithm
1: procedure Warshall(A[1...n][1...n])
2: R0 ← A
3: for k ← 1, n do
4: for i← 1, n do
5: for j ← 1, n do





Illustrated in Operation 6 of Algorithm 1, the matrix being constructed for
every kth iteration is populated on the basis of the presence of paths between the [i, k]
and [k, j] demonstrating the transitive property explicitly. The worst case for this
algorithm is O(n3). Moreover, the Rk matrix needs to be stored for every iteration.
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For the case of sparse graphs, Warshall’s algorithm performs worse than the brute-
force method. Hence, we do not consider it for optimization.
An algorithm with a better execution time but a worst-case complexity of O(n3)
was proposed by Warren in [46]. It is a two-pass algorithm as opposed to Warshall’s
one-pass approach. As illustrated in Algorithm 1, each pass of Warren’s algorithm
goes over only half of the graph and scans the adjacency matrix by rows. One pass
scans all edges in the lower triangular portion of the matrix below of the main
diagonal and updates each row using it’s preceding rows. In the second pass, the
upper triangular matrix above the main diagonal is scanned and rows are updates
based on the succeeding rows. The principal advantage of Warren’s algorithm is that
it is more memory efficient and can be applicable when the matrix is too large to fit
in memory. However, the time complexity drawback outweighs the space efficiency
advantage for our case. Both algorithms scan and modify the values of the adjacency
matrix but in a different order.
2.3.2 Boolean Matrix Multiplication
Boolean matrix multiplication is closely associated with generating transitive closure.
Let us say graph G(V,E) is represented by an n×n adjacency matrix A that contains
Boolean values for respective A[i,j] elements depending on whether an edge exists
between vertices Vi and Vj. Then A
2 = A ∧ A is another n× n Boolean matrix such
that A2[i, j] = true if and only if exists is a path of length 2 in G from Vi to Vj. For
a transitive closured edge value to be true, the path length between Vi and Vj can
be of any length less than n. Therefore, transitive closure, A∗ of A can be calculated
as follows.
A∗ = A ∨ A2 ∨ A3 ∨ ...An
Thus, the time complexity of computing the transitive closure of an n node graph
is equivalent to that of multiplying two Boolean n× n matrices n times [16, 33]. O’
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Neil et al. remark in [36] that if the Boolean product of two n × n matrices can
be calculated in O(nβ) elementary operations, then it should take O(nβ.log2n) time
to compute the transitive closure of any n × n Boolean matrix. For instance, by
applying the fast matrix multiplication algorithms such as Strassen’s algorithm which
runs in O(nlog27) time. Therefore, as indicated in [36] we can utilize the advantage
of Strassen’s method to generate transitive closure in Θ(n2.81) time. Thus, the best
known transitive closure algorithm in terms of n is O(nw) where w is the width or
diameter of the graph.
The Four Russians’ algorithm [6] works on semirings directly, and has complexity
O(n3/logn), requiring cubic time for transitive closure computation. Following
from the Four Russians’ algorithm, Blelloch et al. [9] propose a combinatorial
data structure to accelerate sparse matrix multiplications giving a lower bound for
transitive closure.
Although, matrix multiplication algorithms have been proved to have lower
asymptotic bounds, they require processing elements in a particular order. This
might prove harmful for parallel algorithms. Moreover, the use of adjacency matrix
for representing sparse graphs makes them impractical for the use of large scale sparse
graphs. We study methods specific to sparse graphs in detail in Subsection 2.3.4.
2.3.3 Special Graph Properties and Strongly Connected Components
Another group of algorithms is based on generating the transitive closure by utilizing
specific properties of the graph structure [35]. Strongly connected components in a
graph are defined as subset of vertices such that there is a path between each pair of
vertices belonging to that subset. This automatically helps us derive the transitive
closured edges such that if two vertices v1 and v2 belong to a strongly connected
component, (v1, v2) and (v2, v1) are added in the transitive closure.
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The first transitive closure algorithm based on strongly connected components
was presented by Purdom [39]. Purdom’s algorithm follows Tarjan’s algorithm [44]
to obtain strongly connected components of a graph, G. A condensation graph, Ḡ
is obtained by representing each component by a single node. The components in
Ḡ are sorted topologically. Then, the transitive closure of the Ḡ graph is obtained
starting from the higher indexed vertices to ensure that vertices appearing later are
all included in the successor sets of early appearing vertices. Then the transitive
closure of G is generated from the Ḡ. The time complexity of this algorithm is
O(|E|+µ|V |) where µ is the number of strongly connected components of the graph.
This also gives inspiration for finding the transitive closure of a directed acyclic graph
by topologically sorting and calculating the transitive closure backwards. Munro [33]
proposed an improvement in Purdom’s approach by maintaining the information of
strongly connected components on a stack. Both use Tarjan’s algorithm to detect
components and the time complexity of both is dependent on the time it takes to
find the transitive closure of the condensed graph. The worst-case execution time of
these algorithms is typically O(ne+ n2).
Nuutila [34] proposes a stack-based approach to generate transitive closure
using strongly connected components. An improvement MEMTC is suggested in [24]
demonstrating a low memory access map by storing partially handled vertices into
a control stack and using a single work stack for adjacent components and vertices.
However, due to the inherently sequential depth-first search approach of detecting
strongly connected components in sparse graphs, we do not consider parallelizing
these approaches. Moreover, these methods are efficiently implemented by learning
about the graph structure and properties prior to designing the algorithm. We aim
to design a method for general sparse graphs.
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2.4 Transitive Closure for Sparse Graphs
In real-world graphs, the number of vertices and edges can vary widely with respect
to the network being modelled. However, it has been indicated through analysis
of numerous networks and pointed out by Barabasi in [8] that most real networks
are sparse in nature. This implies that the adjacency matrix of a sparse graph will
also be sparse resulting a huge chunk of memory being blocked out with redundant
information. A large amount of time will also be spent in redundant operations. In
this thesis, we focus on accelerating transitive closure mainly for large scale sparse
graphs. Therefore, in the interest of accurately modelling real-world networks and
designing an algorithm that is optimized to efficiently analyze such networks, we
consider only large scale sparse graphs.
Looking into works related to implementing transitive closure using parallel
programming paradigms on GPUs, we explore approaches including sparse matrix
multiplication, linear algebra based graph algorithmic implementation, and others.
Penn [38] evaluates the performance of various algorithms implemented by matrix
multiplication of sparse upper-triangular matrices over closed Boolean semirings using
the ZCQ structure. Although it outperforms n× Dijkstra and Warshall’s algorithms
for large-scale sparse graphs, the upper-triangular matrix only allows acyclic graphs.
We do not consider this method due to requiring efficiency for general graphs.
Johnson’s [29] algorithm is another extension from n× Dijkstra for sparse graphs
providing better asymptotic performance than Warshall’s algorithm. Although,
algorithms based on matrix multiplication provide the advantages of simpler imple-
mentation and efficiency for sequential approaches, memory management and
scalability become drawbacks when implementation needs to be done in parallel. In an
attempt to implement All-Pairs Shortest Paths on GPUs, Katz [30] proposed block-
based processing of matrices to implement Warshall’s transitive closure algorithm.
However, this method is inefficient for sparse matrices even when executed in parallel.
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GraphBLAS [32] is an API specification that defines a set of sparse matrix
operations on an extended algebra of semirings using a range of operators and
types. SuiteSparse:GraphBLAS [13] is a complete implementation of the GraphBLAS
standard. Graph computations are carried out by applying linear algebraic operations
on sparse adjacency matrices. Mutliple implementations, sequential and parallel, have
been developed such as the GraphBLAS Template Library [49] we use as a sequential
benchmark.
Approaches discussed in earlier subsections based on strongly-connected components
depend highly on traversal of graphs [26]. One such intuitive approach is an n×
Depth-First Search that can be referred to as n× DFS. It requires conducting a
repetitive Depth-First Search with the source node iterating over all vertices in the
graph. With each DFS traversal starting from vertex v1, every discovered vertex
vx forms a transitive edge, (v1, vx) that is added to the transitive closure of the
graph. Illustrated in Algorithm 3, the time complexity of this algorithm would
be O(|V | × (|V | + |E|)) attributing to the O(|V | + |E|) complexity of a single
DFS traversal. However, this approach would require us to compromise either on
memory footprint or the degree of parallelism we can achieve. Since our approach is
GPU-based, we aim to design an approach that can leverage fine-grained parallelism
for higher throughput. Another approach for process-level parallelism using MPI
for transitive closure using relational algebra is implemented by Gilray et al. in
[19]. However, we consider this approach as a benchmark for one of our sequential
implementations due to its time and space complexity when implemented as a single
process.
A semi-naive evaluation of a relational database query is proposed in [7]. It
can be interpreted as an iterative transitive closure algorithm that avoids rediscovery
of existing edges in the network, thereby eliminating a majority of the redundant
calculations. Our Hash-Based transitive closure approach is derived from the idea
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that generating duplicate edges is avoided without the need to maintain a separate
data structure for newly generated edges. The motivation for our algorithm also stems
from a triangle counting approach. A detailed explanation is provided in Section 1 of
Chapter 4.
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Algorithm 2 Warren’s Algorithm
1: procedure Warren(A[1...n][1...n])
2: for i← 2, n do
3: for k ← 1, i− 1 do
4: if A[i, k] then
5: for j ← 1, n do





11: for i← 1, n− 1 do
12: for k ← i+ 1, n do
13: if A[i, k] then
14: for j ← 1, n do







Algorithm 3 n× Depth-First Search Algorithm
1: procedure n-DFS(G(V ), G(E))
2: for u ∈ G(V ) do




7: procedure DFS(G(V ), G(E), u)
8: u← V ISITED
9: adj(u)← G(E)[u]






HORNET GRAPH DATA STRUCTURE
3.1 The Hornet Data Structure
The Hornet Data structure is an advanced and complex graph data structure designed
to fully support dynamic graph algorithms. This can be accomplished by providing
efficiency in the basic graph operations of insertion and deletion of nodes or edges and
searching for a node in the graph and by allowing to perform these graph operations
in a dynamic manner.
Hornet is built on three components. Block arrays, which are arrays of equally
sized memory chunks, are used a particular number of adjacency lists depending on
their size. A vectorized bit tree data structure is used to locate empty spaces in
block arrays for edge insertion, manage allocation of block arrays until older ones are
full to reduce memory footprint and avoid communication overhead. The number of
empty spaces in each block arrays are mapped to the address of the corresponding
block array using a B+Tree [28]. This makes Hornet powerful in faster updates to
the graph for both insertion and deletion.
3.2 Principal Advantages of Hornet Relating to Transitive Closure
Hornet is a graph data structure specifically designed for dynamic sparse graph
structures. Transitive closure involves finding new edges and inserting them into
the graph to explore the graph further for new edges. This requires repetitive
and extensive addition of new edges to the graph for each iteration in any type of
algorithm. Despite reducing redundancy in exploring new edges, the edge insertion
work remains the same for all algorithms. Another challenge is maintaining the edges
in the graph to be unique despite repeated attempts to insert duplicate edges.
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Apart from providing dynamic updates to the graph, Hornet facilitates bulk
edge insertions to the graph with the help of batch updates [15] supported by removal
of cross duplicates. This is especially useful for transitive closure due to finding
the same transitive edge repeatedly. Avoiding duplicate edge or node insertion is
mandatory to avoid errors in estimation of the size of transitive closure and other
metrics to analyze performance and results of the algorithm. Moreover, due to Hornet
supporting large scale batch updates, it is not required to re-initialize the graph for
every iteration. This reduces both memory footprint and time between two iterations
of finding new edges significantly. Due to the above mentioned advantages, Hornet
provides for an implementation of a transitive closure algorithm, it is perceived as
the most appropriate choice of data structure for the project. A high degree of
parallelism makes it suitable for large scale graphs as well. In-built operators with
load balancing enabled for traversing all nodes and edges in the graph are provided
in the Hornet GPU implementation, making it convenient to program and focus
on the implementation of the algorithm. More details about it’s advantages to our
Anti-Section Transitive Closure method are provided in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
PARALLEL ANTI-SECTION APPROACH FOR TRANSITIVE
CLOSURE
In this chapter, we study the relation of triangle counting to the Anti-Section
approach, establish a strong understanding of the approach itself, study the
Dual-Round and Hash-Based implementations of the Anti-Section transitive closure
algorithm and estimate their time and space complexity.
4.1 Identification of New Edges Using Anti-Section
4.1.1 Triangle Counting
Given a graph, G(V,E), triangle counting entails counting the number of triplets in
V that form a triangle. A triangle is a set of three vertices in V such that they are
mutually adjacent in G. Consider the nodes v1, v2andv4 depicted in the graph G1 in
4.1. There exists an edge between all nodes in the triangle. In G1, these three nodes
form a triangle.
An intuitive approach to counting triangles in a graph is a brute-force approach
that involves enumerating over triplets consisting of distinct vertices and identifying
valid triangles. However, there are (n3) distinct vertex triplets in a graph with number
of vertices equal to n. Therefore, it becomes a Θ(n3) solution with respect to time
complexity.
A more efficient approach is to view triangle counting as a set intersection
problem. An edge, (v1, v2) can form triangles using nodes that connected to both v1
and v2. This develops intuition for an approach that involves iterating over all edges,
say (u, v), and intersecting over adjacency lists of u and v. Nodes that are common
between the adjacency lists of u and v will form a triangle u and v. Intersection of
two adjacency lists has been approached by binary search, hash maps and sorted set
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intersections. Green et al. [23] proposed a merge-path based approach supported by
an efficient way to partition the two sorted lists. To allow GPU threads to perform
the intersection in parallel, the lists are partitioned into balanced and disjoint sub-
ranges of the original lists. There are successful works on GPU, such as the list
intersection method[17, 21] on GPU that has become an essential kernel algorithm of
the Hornet[11] package that can supports dynamic graph calculations. Other methods
and implementations of triangle counting using list intersections are proposed in [25,
17, 20, 37].
While the above approaches are focused on finding intersections between
adjacency lists of two nodes forming an edge, the Anti-Section approach focuses on
finding open wedges. A node that exists in the intersection of two adjacency lists will
not be present in the result of Anti-Section on two adjacency lists. The concept is
discussed in additional detail in the next subsection.
4.1.2 Anti-Section Definition
The Anti-Section of two adjacency lists is an operation to find the non-common
elements between them in such a manner that the elements only exist in a particular
set of the two. Consider a directed edge between two nodes, u and v, denoted as
(u, v) and the lists of their adjacent nodes as adj(u) and adj(v). The Anti-Section of
adj(u) and adj(v) is defined as the elements present in adj(v) but not in adj(u). More
formally Anti-Section of adj(u) and adj(v) can be defined as follows,
antisection(adj(u), adj(v)) = adj(u) ∩ adj(v)
= adj(v)− adj(u)
where adj(u) is the complement of the set of vertices in adjacency list of node u.








Figure 4.1 An example graph, G1.
not belong to adj(u). We know that, there is a path from node u to every node that
belongs to adj(v). However, the Anti-Section operator helps us eliminate the nodes
that do not propagate the paths after (u, v) further. If a node p is present in the
Anti-Section of adj(u) and adj(v), it implies that there is a path from u→ v → p but
there is no edge (u,p) in the graph. The edge (u,p) is added to the transitive closure
of the graph. The concept also relates to finding the set difference of two lists.
Consider the graph G1 in 4.1. For edge (v2, v4), the Anti-Section is obtained as
follows.
adj(v2) = [v3, v4]
adj(v4) = [v3, v5, v6]
antisection(adj(v2), adj(v4)) = [v5, v6]
The new edges added to the transitive closure of G1 will be (v2, v5) and (v2, v6).
Node v3 is in the intersection of the two adjacency lists and hence, would form a
triangle. We use operation to find new edges that must be inserted in the transitive
closure for each edge in the input network. The algorithm used to generate an Anti-
Section for a pair of vertices in the graph requires iterating through both adjacency
lists depicted in Algorithm 5. Given that adjacency lists of both vertices are sorted,
we skip all vertices in the list of the source node U that are lesser than the vertices
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Algorithm 4 Anti-Section Algorithm
1: procedure Anti-Section(U , V )
2: ui ← 0, vi ← 0, count = 0
3: SRC ← u
4: ANTISECTION ← ∅
5: while vi < |V | do
6: while U [ui] < V [vi] AND ui < |U | do
7: ui ← ui + 1
8: end while
9: if U [ui] == V [vi] then
10: v1 = v1 + 1
11: end if
12: if V [vi] 6= SRC then
13: count← count+ 1
14: ANTISECTION.add(SRC, V [vi])





in the list of the destination node V. A new edge, (SRC, vi) is added when we find
an element in V that does not occur in U. Until all elements in V re checked, we
keep repeating this process. Whenever a common element is found in the two lists,
it is ignored by incrementing the pointer. Hence, the name Anti-Section. For every
iteration of transitive closure, this operation is applied on all edges in the graph.
Further details regarding the usage and implementation are provided in Section 2 of
this chapter.
4.2 Iteration based Transitive Closure Implementation
In Section 2.3, we discussed three approaches proposed to generate transitive closure.
Direct transitive closure algorithms rely on a carefully chosen processing order
rather iteration for termination[2]. Direct algorithms are often efficient and easy
to implement in a sequential implementation. However, the carefully chosen order
can often be harmful for massive parallel processing so we choose iterative method to
implement our algorithm.
The general idea behind transitive closure is based on iterative traversal of the
input network to discover new transitive edges in each iteration that can be added
to the input network to obtain the result for the subsequent iteration. Pseudo-code
for our iteration based approach is provided in Algorithm 5. A batch is maintained
for newly discovered edges all over the graph. In each iteration, the Anti-Section
operation is run for all edges in present in the graph and newly discovered edges
are added to the global batch. The global batch is then inserted in the graph after
removal of duplicates once Anti-Section operations over all edges in the graph are
completed. The graph is then sorted in order to prepare it for the next iteration.
Since the Anti-Section operation is run for a different directed edges resulting
in more directed edges to be inserted in the graph, it is important that edges should
not be inserted immediately as they are found. If an edge is inserted into the main
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Algorithm 5 Iteration-based Transitive Closure Algorithm
1: procedure Iteration-based Transitive Closure(G(V ), G(E))
2: repeat
3: E ← G(E)
4: globalBatch← ∅
5: for all (u, v) ∈ E do in parallel do
6: threadBatch← ANTISECTION(adj(u), adj(v))






13: until globalBatch 6= ∅
14: end procedure
graph as soon as it is found, it is possible that it is inserted in an incorrect position
impacting Anti-Sections negatively. To keep track of all adjacency list that are in
modification at a given time will become complex due to the number of edges and
the number of threads running at a single point. During every iteration, the newly
discovered edges must be inserted in the graph such that they can be accessed in
a sorted order in the next iteration. These newly inserted edges are considered in
subsequent iterations to propagate the transitive closure result. Efficiently inserting
edges in the graph such that it does not affect traversal in future iterations is a concern
for a parallel implementation. It also raises concerns over repeated attempts to insert
duplicate edges to the graph increasing time complexity due to the time it takes to
locate whether a certain edge is present in the graph. Although the lookup time for
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an edge might be very low, repeated lookup scaling to the number of transitive edges
contributes significantly to the running time of the algorithm.
Our implementation inserts edges in the bulk synchronous fashion. During the
iteration when new edges are being discovered, they are recorded and stored in an
auxiliary list of edges. Due to the process of discovering new edges being parallel, the
addition of edges to the graph is done in bulk after all new edges for that iteration
are discovered.
Another advantage of bulk insertion is that is gives us the liberty to ensure
that duplicate edges are not inserted in the graph. It is possible that the edges
sets resulting from the Anti-Section of two pairs of vertices where the destination
vertex is different has a non-empty intersection. For example, in 4.1, consider the
Anti-Section sets for edges (v2, v3) and (v2, v4). Vertex v6 will appear in both, the
Anti-Section of (adj(v2), adj(v3)) and (adj(v2), adj(v4)). This will result in the the
discovery of transitive edges (v2, v6) twice. Bulk synchronous insertion allows us to
eliminate duplicate edges like this one and insert only unique edges to reduce edge
insertion overhead.
The only remaining concern is the generation of the global batch containing
edges that are to be inserted in the graph. Since we focus on large scale graphs,
there may be a large number of new edges discovered and a lot of the edges might be
duplicates in the batch itself. Detection of duplicates after an attempt to insert in the
graph is an expensive operation. We discuss a two-pass Anti-Section approach and a
Hash-Based Anti-Section approach in the subsequent subsections to understand the
creation of the bulk edge set.
4.2.1 Dual-Round Anti-Section Transitive Closure
The Dual-Round implementation of transitive closure includes two passes of Anti-
Sections over the graph during each iteration. The first pass counts the number of
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edges discovered in that iteration. Then an array of size equal to the exact number
of edges is allocated. In the second pass, edges are inserted in this allocated array as
they are discovered by Anti-Sections. The operation for the second pass during an
Anti-Section follows Algorithm 4 barring the operation on Line 13. It adds new edges
to the ”ANTISECTION” set which is analogous to the array we allocate after the
first pass. For the second pass, only the counting operation on Line 13 is conducted
and the adding operation in skipped.
Due to the size and sparsity of the graph, it is highly probable that new edges
discovered in the same iteration are duplicates. Therefore, the array containing the
new edge set might consist of duplicate edges. Insertion of duplicate edges is handled
by Hornet. However, the batch size of the bulk edge set to be inserted can be reduced
significantly by removing duplicates reducing the time taken to insert the batch of
edges for each iteration. The time complexity of this implementation is not affected
by running two passes for each iteration. However, the running time is increased.
Moreover, more time is spent between the two passes to weed out duplicate
edges and insert edges unique to the new edge set. Although Hornet can handle
the situation when duplicate edges are inserted, the internal storage structure uses
block arrays to store edges. The adjacency list of one vertex can span over multiple
block arrays. Although, pointers are available for the memory location of each vertex
in the adjacency list, it increases time due to memory access. Therefore, filtering
duplicates before insertion is an attempt to reduce the amount of work done to
eliminate duplicates in the final graph. More details about the complexity bound
of this algorithm are discussed in subsection 4 of this section.
4.2.2 Hash-Based Anti-Section Transitive Closure
This approach is specifically designed to reduce the run time with respect to running
two passes of Anti-Sections and filtering duplicate edges in every phase. The
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implementation of Dual-Round approach indicated a high number of duplicates for
each iteration. Therefore, a lot of the memory allocated based on the count in the first
pass was allocated unnecessarily. Moreover, the number of duplicates increased with
increase in the number of iterations. This resulted in requirements for large amounts
of memory ultimately slowing down implementation due to duplicate removal. The
Hash-Based approach is designed to reduce time consumed due to duplication.
The hash table is implemented as a simple array containing ’0’ or ’1’ based on
whether an entry is exists or not. The process after an edge e = (u, v) is discovered
occurs in the following manner and as shown in Operations 14 to 17 in Algorithm 6.
1. Consider that the hash function h is used to map an entry to our HT Array.
2. With the edge, e, we calculate the hash of e, h(e) to obtain it’s index in our
hash table.
3. We check the value at HT Array[h(e)]. If it is equal to ’0’, we update it to ’1’
indicating that the respective edge should be added to the batch. If the value
is already ’1’, either the edge has been added to the table or a different edge
has been added and has the same hash value as this edge. We do not attempt
to insert this edge as there is no way to know which of the two has occurred.
Considering the above approach, there are concerns over the scenario where two
edges have a colliding hash value and are also discovered in the same iteration. It
introduces doubt about the possibility of skipping edges in that iteration and missing
from the final transitive closure. However, due to the iteration-based approach of
our implementation having an exit condition of an empty set of newly discovered
edges, this will not happen. Consider that we discover two edges, e and f with the
same hash values in the same iteration. If e is inserted first in the hash table, f will
not be inserted. The hash table is then cleared for the next iteration. After e is
inserted in the graph, a subsequent iteration will find f . The transitive closure will
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Algorithm 6 Hash-Based Anti-Section Algorithm
1: procedure Anti-Section(U , V , HT Array)
2: ui ← 0, vi ← 0, count = 0
3: SRC ← u
4: ANTISECTION ← ∅
5: while vi < |V | do
6: while U [ui] < V [vi] AND ui < |U | do
7: ui ← ui + 1
8: end while
9: if U [ui] == V [vi] then
10: v1 = v1 + 1
11: end if
12: if V [vi] 6= SRC then
13: count← count+ 1
14: hashV al = Hash(SRC, V [vi])
15: if HT Array[hashV al] == 0 then
16: ANTISECTION.add(SRC, V [vi])
17: HT Array[hashV al]← 1
18: end if





only terminate if zero new edges are found independent of the edges present in the
graph.
The size H of the hash-table is chosen arbitrarily. Adjusting the size of the
hash-table according to graph size and structure can be achieved to reduce number
of iterations. There might be concerns over missing a few edges given the hash-table
size might be bigger than transitive closure of the graph. However, these concerns
are addressed earlier due to the logic of the terminating condition being that no new
edges are found in that iteration. It has been found that the larger the hash-table
size, the lesser the run time and higher the space occupied.
Hash Function: For calculating the hash of an edge, we use the
MurmurHash3 hash function [12] designed by Austin Appleby. The indexvalue is
calculated as hash(e)moduloH. The lookup in HT Array is done using this index
value as HT Array[index].
4.2.3 Time and Space Complexity Analysis
Trade-offs for Dual-Round and Hash-Based approaches: The Hash-Based
approach saves on run time by eliminating duplicate edges and reduces the overall
memory footprint by avoiding the allocation of the array. It also helps us avoid
scanning the entire graph twice. However, the space complexity of storing a hash-table
of size H is O(H) which is might be more than the array allocated for the Dual-Round
approach. An appropriate size for the hash-table must achieve balance between the
number of iterations and the amount of memory allocated. A hash-table of significant
size can reduce the number of iterations but result in a larger memory footprint. A
small hash-table results in a high number of collisions for newly discovered edges
which are then postponed to be inserted in further iterations. This results in a
smaller memory footprint but a larger number of iterations. Therefore, with respect
to time complexity, a tight bound cannot be given for the number of iterations that
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the algorithm will require for completion. What the Hash-Based approach loses in
complexity of estimation of space, it compensates in reducing the number of Anti-
Section operations from that in Dual-Round to a half and also does not require
removal of duplicates. The Hash-Based approach performs better than the Dual-
Round Approach.
Analysis of Time Complexity: First we analyze the time complexity of
a single Anti-Section operation conducted on an edge e = (u, v). Let us denote the
degree of the vertices, u and v as du and dv respectively. It is equivalent to the length
of their respective adjacency lists. Considering that our Anti-Section operation scans
through the adjacency list of the destination vertex in the edge v while iterating
through the adjacency list of the source vertex u, we require O(du + dv) operations
for a single Anti-Section. The upper bound for processing one vertex of the graph,
thus becomes O(max(du, dv)).
Let us also consider that with each iteration, the value of du for all u in the
graph might be changing. Therefore, the complexity of processing one vertex for the
ith iteration is O(diu).
Since vertices may have varying out-degrees affecting the length of their
adjacency lists, we limit the Big O complexity using the degree of the vertex having the
highest out-degree dmax in the graph. Considering an edge with maximal degree, dmax,
the upper bound for all edges in the graph is also dmax making the time complexity
of processing one edges for the ith iteration O(dimax).
Therefore, iterating over all the edges per iteration results in a time complexity
of O(|E| · dimax). Since, the upper bound for the number of edges can be estimated




Now, we derive the number of iterations and the ending condition to estimate
the time complexity of the algorithm as a whole.
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The ending condition is specified in Operation 13 of Algorithm 5. The algorithm
stops iterating over edges when there are no new edges to be added to the edge set.
This means that the longest possible path is explored in the transitive closure is the
diameter of the graph formed after transitive closure.
When we apply an Anti-Section operation on a transitive closured edge, it results
in more transitive edges that are twice as long as the paths connecting this edge. For
example, if we have an edge e = (u, v) with no intermediate vertices and we obtain
another edge e1 = (u,w) when we perform an Anti-Section operation on e, it means
that v is an intermediate vertex in the transitive edge e1. In the first iteration, the
longest path added as an edge is of length 2. Further, when an Anti-Section operation
is applied on e1, more edges such as (u, x) will be added, where x is a neighbor vertex
of w such that it is not a neighbor of u. In this case, the path between vertices u and
x looks like (u, v, w, x). In the second iteration, the length of the longest transitive
edge is 4. Further, with every iteration this length is doubled due to the Anti-Section
operation being applied on transitive edges of an arbitrary length. Since the longest
possible path in a graph is |V |−1, the number of iterations it takes for our algorithm
to discover this edge is dlog2|V |e. This gives us an upper bound for the number of
iterations in our algorithm.
We now move forward to estimating the time complexity of both algorithms.
Fundamentally, the only different operations in both algorithms are those of constant
time. Hash lookup and insertion into the new edge set takes constant time for the
Hash-Based approach. For the Dual-Round approach, it takes an equivalent amount
of operations for incrementing counter and insertion into new edge set. Although,
the Anti-Section operation remains of the same time complexity, operations between
iterations differ in complexity for both the algorithms. The batch edge insertion and
graph sorting operations remain the same. Each adjacency list is sorted separately
using a segmented-sort algorithm presented by Green et al. [18]. Sorting an adjacency
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array of size d has a time complexity of d · log(d) or O(d) depending on the sorting
algorithm used (merge-sort and radix-sort, respectively, in our analysis). When
compared with the time complexity of the Anti-Section operation requiring O(d2)
operations, the overhead of the sort is not high.
For the Hash-Based approach, we reset the hash-table between iterations along
with the new edge set. For the Dual-Round approach, we filter the new edge set
between iterations. The size of the new edge set is proportional to the number





|V | · (dimax)2) (4.1)
where i stands for the iteration number.
Analysis of Space Complexity: We look into the memory footprint of the
algorithm due factors other than the space required to store the graph using Hornet.
For both approaches, an array is allocated for storing newly discovered edges at
each iteration. Since we add the new edges to the graph itself and do not initialize
another intermediary graph, we rely on estimating the space complexity of Dual-
Round through the size of the new edge set and that of the Hash-Based approach with
respect to the size of the hash-table. Considering that Hornet requires O(|E|+ 2|V |)
space for a graph, the space occupied by the resultant graph is O(|E|i+2|V |) for the ith
iteration. The Dual-Round approach allocates an array of size equal to the number of
edges discovered. Considering the maximum out-degree value for each vertex, the size
of the edge set array can be bound at O(|V | · dimax). Therefore, the space complexity
of the Dual-Round approach can be bound at O(|V | · dimax + |E|i + 2|V |) and can be
re-written as
O(|V | · dimax) (4.2)
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where i is the iteration number.
For the Hash-Based approach, the size of the new edge set is derived in a similar
manner. Since there is equal possibility of finding unique edges, the preliminary
evaluation remains the same. However, we need to consider the size H of HTArray.
Therefore, the space complexity of the Hash-Based approach can be bound at
O(|V | · dimax +H) (4.3)




In this chapter, we describe the hardware and software environment used to
implement our algorithm. We further describe the input graphs we used for our
experiments. Then, we go into additional detail about the sequential and parallel
TC implementations we compare our algorithm against and the frameworks used to
implement them.
5.1 Hardware
GPU Implementation: The Anti-Section Transitive Closure algorithm is
implemented to be suitable for large scale sparse graphs. The new generation of GPUs
are fundamentally multi-threaded stream processors. A number of applications that
are traditionally run on the CPU have started being implemented again to run on the
GPU. This technique is called general-purpose computing on graphics processing units
(GPGPU). NVIDIA offers programming interfaces for making GPGPU accessible
to programmers who do not possess a deeper understanding of programming for
computer graphics.
NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) offers a higher level
C-like API. The CUDA platform is unified in the sense that it has no architectural
division for vertex and pixel processing. They offer band-width and single-precision
floating point arithmetic computation rates in high amounts. Stream processing
is basically when a single data parallel function (kernel) is executed on a stream
of data. The CUDA programming model is based on this style of processing. A
CUDA program is composed of two parts, a device, the GPU in our case, that
implements the kernel, and a host or the CPU which makes calls to the kernel
based on the degree of parallelism specified. We harness the power of fine grained
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parallelism by implementing the Anti-Section operation for a single iteration in
parallel. The streaming multiprocessors (SMs), sometimes called the GPU chips are
the fundamental building blocks of recent NVIDIA GPUs. A kernel is executed by
many threads on the GPU. These threads are organized as a grid of thread blocks and
are also known as streaming processors. The grids are batches of threads that can
coordinate through on-chip shared memory and synchronize their execution. Each
thread block is executed by only one SM, but each SM can execute multiple thread
blocks simultaneously.
Our algorithms are implemented in CUDA using NVIDIA GPUs on the
Lochness GPU cluster at the New Jersey Institute of Technology. The GPU used
for this experiment is the NVIDIA Titan V. The TITAN V is built on the 12 nm
process, and based on the GV100 graphics processor. The GV100 graphics processor
is a large chip with a die area of 815 mm2 and 21,100 million transistors. It features
5120 shading units, 320 texture mapping units, and 96 ROPs. NVIDIA has paired 12
GB HBM2 memory with the TITAN V, which are connected using a 3072-bit memory
interface. The GPU is designed based on the Volta micro-architecture and can run
5120 CUDA threads due to the 80 cores (SMs) and 64 CUDA threads. The CUDA
version used is 10.2.
CPU Implementation: The implementation of sequential approaches was
conducted on an Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 Processor running 2.2GHz with 30MB LLC
with 512 GB memory in total.
5.2 Input Network Datasets
All input networks for our tests are taken from SuiteSparse. The SuiteSparse Matrix
Collection, formerly known as the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection, is
a large set of sparse matrices that arise in real applications.
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Table 5.1. Input Networks Used for Experiments
Graph Name |V | |E| |Ê| a Sparsity of TC
p2p-Gnutella09 8,114 26,013 21,400,336 0.6745
delaunay n13 8,192 24,547 1,656,270 0.75
as-22july06 22,963 48,436 1,477,572 0.971
delaunay n15 32,768 98,274 4,703,128 0.956
delaunay n17 131,072 393,176 23,499,929 0.9986
cit-HepPh 34,546 421,578 485,646,072 0.5931
a|Ê| is the number of edges in the transitive closure of respective graphs.
The transitive closure of an undirected real-world graph typically consists of the
entire graph. For an undirected graph, when a connected component is identified, it
means that any two nodes in the connected component will have an edge between
them in the transitive closure. This means the transitive closure of an undirected
graph will result in a large number of nodes connected to each other also known
as a clique. Storing such an instance will require a substantial amount of memory.
Therefore, we select a variety of real-world and synthetic matrices from SuiteSparse.
The properties of each network and their transitive closure is reported in
5.1. p2p-Gnutella09 is a peer-to-peer file sharing network from August 2002. The
delaunay n13, delaunay n15, and delaunay n17 are selected from a group of synthetic
graphs that have been generated as Delaunay triangulations of random points in the
unit square. as-22July06 is a symmetrized snapshot of the structure of the Internet
at the level of autonomous systems. cit-HepPh is a citation network of papers in the
high energy physics phenomenology section of arXiv. It is interesting to note that the




In this section, we look at two sequential implementations of the Transitive Closure
algorithm. One is NetworkX based implementation and the other is based on
GraphBLAS (SEI-GBTL).
5.3.1 NetworkX Implementation
NetworkX is a Python based network analysis framework that provides tools for
studying the structure and dynamics of networks with a standard programming
interface and graph implementation.
We implement transitive closure on the NetworkX directed graph structure using
an in-built API for obtaining transitive closure. The underlying implementation uses
an iterative Depth-First Search algorithm. A depth-first search is initiated from every
node in the graph as source and each node visited is used to find edges to add to the
transitive closure with each iteration.
5.3.2 GraphBLAS Implementation
GraphBLAS is an API specification that is based on linear algebra to define standard
standard building blocks for graph algorithms. It describes formulations of using
linear algebraic methods for efficiently defining, traversing and manipulation graphs.
Various implementations are contributed by representatives in the GraphBLAS forum
to provide a bridge between low-level tuning specific to varying hardware and high-
level construction of graph algorithms.
We use one such open-source implementation called the GraphBLAS Template
Library, abbreviated as SEI:GBTL. This implementation of GraphBLAS is available
for both generic CPU systems and GPU systems. It provides the GraphBLAS API
as a C + + library with common graph algorithms built on top of it. We utilize the
sparse matrix multiplication operator provided in the library with a single thread.
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5.4 GPU Implementation
The NVIDIA cuSparse library provides a set of basic linear algebra subroutines
that are designed for sparse matrices. It can be called using C and C + + and
is implemented on top of an NVIDIA CUDA runtime. It provides various options for
sparse representation of networks.
We implement cuSparse-based Transitive Closure by following the sparse matrix
multiplication approach. Multiplying an adjancency matrix of a graph with itself
results in a matrix with transitive edges extending one edge further. Multiplying the
adjacency matrix with itself |V | times results in the transitive closure of graph. We
utilize the cusparseXcsrgemmNnz operator to implement sparse matrix multiplication





We compare the performance of our Anti-Section transitive closure algorithm against
those of the high-performance implementations based on linear algebra and sparse
matrix multiplication and against that of the NetworkX implementation based on an
n ×DFS algorithm. The high-performance implementations include a GraphBLAS
based implementation which is implemented sequentially and a cuSparse-based
implementation which runs on a GPU. Fig. 6.1 depicts the execution time for each
of the implementations. A lower execution time is observed for the Hash-Based and
Dual-Round Anti-Section implementation as anticipated. With the exception of the
Dual-Round implementation not finishing and being outperformed by cuSparse for
the input graph p2p-Gnutella09. Although cuSparse does not complete execution for
input graphs delaunay n15 and delaunay n17 due to its size, our implementations
outperform the rest. Missing bars in the plots are due to the execution not completing
for the respective graph as a result of segmentation faults, memory overflow and
process time-outs. We comment on all comparisons considering instances where
implementations have completed for the benchmark implementations.
In Fig. 6.2 (a), speedup for the Dual-Round Anti-Section transitive closure
algorithm can be observed against both sequential and one parallel implementation.
A speedup value on the Y-axis exceeding 1 denotes that the implementation has
outperformed the baseline. The Dual-Round algorithm gives over 300× speedup and
200× speedup over the NetworkX and GraphBLAS (SEI-GBTL) implementation,
respectively. The deficiency of the Dual-Round implementation against cuSparse
for three of the input graphs can be attributed to time taken to remove duplicate
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Figure 6.1 Log-scale plot of execution time taken by various transitive closure
implementations.
edges when the size of the new edge set is very large. Therefore, even though the
Anti-Section phase takes longer due to a double pass, other phases consume more
time.
In Fig. 6.2 (b), the speedup for the Hash-Based approach can be observed as our
implementation outperforming all implementations for all inputs except cuSparse for
p2p-Gnutella09. The Hash-Based Anti-Section algorithm is observed to be 3X-5X
faster than the Dual-Round algorithm. The Hash-Based algorithm outperforms
NetworkX by 1000× for all inputs and outperforms the GraphBLAS SEI-GBTL
implementation by 400×. This can be attributed to a bottleneck caused by memory
overflow due to large edge sets despite Hash-Based methods eliminating a large
number of duplicates. For one relatively smaller graph, cuSparse is about 6× quicker
than our algorithm. There is also an instance of the smallest graph where the
Hash-Based approach is over 100× faster than cuSparse.
NetworkX is observed to take the highest execution time for all implementations
due to the implementation being Python-based. The sequential GraphBLAS
implementation outperforms NetworkX for larger graphs due to the edge linear
algebra-based implementations provide. Moreover, GraphBLAS is a C++ based
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Figure 6.2 Speedup plot for Dual-Round transitive closure (top) and Hash-Based
transitive closure implementations using Anti-Section approach(bottom).
implementation. GraphBLAS SEI-GBTL could have been implemented with the
use of multiple threads to better analyze the performance of our algorithm against
parallel benchmarks.
Both the GraphBLAS SEI-GBTL and cuSparse implementations are built on
the same underlying algorithm for generation of transitive closure. Therefore, the
parallel GPU implementation of cuSparse are observed to be approximately 50× faster
than the single-thread GraphBLAS SEI-GBTL. A parallel CPU implementation of
GraphBLAS SEI-GBTL will give a much better performance owing to the number of
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threads and cores in the processor. Therefore, the gain provided over GraphBLAS
SEI-GBTL by our algorithm is due to the the Anti-Section formulation for discovery
of new edges along with the compute advantage provided by the GPU.
6.2 Number of Iterations
The performance of our algorithm is largely dependent on the number of iterations
required due to the exit condition of not finding any new edges. This is also important
to analyze correctness of the algorithm in the context of the number of iterations it
takes for it to converge. Therefore, we compare the number of iterations taken to
generate the transitive closure of a graph in various implementations in Fig. 6.3.
Results for the NetworkX DFS implementation are not included due to the meaning
of one iteration being on DFS and hence, resulting in |V | number of iterations. The
plot signifies that the numbers of iterations for all implementations are comparable
and nearly equal.





















Figure 6.3 Number of iterations needed for finding the transitive closure for various
inputs.
However, the slight increase in the number of iterations for the Hash-Based
approach is attributed to the edges remaining undiscovered due to collisions in the
hash value of newly discovered edges. On the other hand, the Dual-Round approach
does not have any edge filter and hence, performs better in that case by one iteration.
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But the Hash-Based approach compensates in the form of each iteration being one
single pass as opposed to the double pass in the Dual-Round approach. The number
of iterations required will always be greater for the Hash-Based method since the
additional iterations are appended due to the false-positive detection of duplicate
edges. However, the variance of the number of iterations is not substantial indicating
that the Hash-Based approach is more efficient to save time with respect to removing
duplicates and doing two passes of Anti-Section operations.
6.3 Phase-wise Analysis of Anti-Section Transitive Closure Performance
A breakdown of the phase-wise execution time for both the Dual-Round and Anti-
Section algorithms is depicted in Fig. 6.4. Three networks of varying size and sparsity
were selected for the analysis. The left column in Fig. 6.4 illustrates the percentage of
total execution time taken by each of the phases for both algorithms in each iteration.
The phases include the Anti-Section operation itself, bulk edge insertions and sorting
the graph.
It must be noted that the time taken by each phase must be viewed as a
percentage of the total execution time and that the time taken for phases such as
sorting and edge insertion cannot be compared simply based on this percentage. The
time taken to sort a graph will be approximately equal for both, the Dual-Round and
the Anti-Section approach. However, in the plot, it appears as if sorting takes longer
for the Anti-Section approach. However, that is not the case. Since the Anti-Section
operation is executed twice for the whole graph in each iteration for the Dual-Round
algorithm, it consumes a larger portion of the total time for execution. Therefore, the
time taken to sort the graph is significantly lesser in terms of percentage of the total
time of Dual-Round. Sorting appears as a major part in the Anti-Section approach
due to the Anti-Section operation being executed only once. Moreover, the process
of edge filtering must also be taken into consideration for the Dual-Round approach.
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The disparity between the Anti-Section phases of both algorithms is more than double
due to edge filtering before bulk insertion. This also results in the massive 5× speedup
of the Hash-Based approach over the Dual-Round approach.
The time taken for sorting the graph varies according to the size of the graph.
Therefore, the time taken for sorting the graph increases as more edges are added
with each iteration in the graph. However, the time spent on Anti-Section increases
further due to the larger number of edges. Due to the scale of performing Anti-Section
operations for each edge in the graph, the relative cost of sorting with respect to time
reduces. It can also be attributed to less edge insertion towards the end of execution.
It has also been observed that lesser edges are added in the last few iterations.
6.4 Performance Analysis With Respect to Size of Hash-table
It is important to analyze performance with respect to the size of hash-table due to
the relation of number of iterations with the collision rate of edges. The number
of iterations increase if edges are detected as existing in the hash table when they
are not due to two edges having the same hash value. Therefore, it is assumed that
the number of iterations increase with the decrease in the size of the hash table.
Fig. 6.5 depicts the influence of the hash-table size on the number of iterations and
as a result on the execution time of the Hash-Based transitive closure. It can be
seen how additional iterations are caused by a small hash-table. However, a larger
hash-table results in a larger memory footprint and ultimately more time to reset the
hash-table. However, the hash-table is designed as a simple array and hence, resetting
is inexpensive relative to the Anti-Section operation.
Moreover, it can also be observed in 6.5 (b) that the variance of execution
time over different hash-table sizes for each graph is not very high. Therefore, the
trade-off between memory and time might not be significant. Increasing the size of the
hash-table by 100 million results in minor improvement in execution time indicating
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that the number of collisions are relatively lesser. However, this might be an issue
for much larger graphs. An optimal value can be chosen by allocating the hash-table
ten percent of the system memory. For the worst case of a large transitive closure
result, the entire system memory will be full after ten iterations, since unique edges
will be added by the hash-table every single. Fewer iterations will be required when
the hash-table is not utilized completely for smaller graphs.
6.5 Size of New Edge Set Per Iteration
We analyze the execution time of an iteration as a function of the size of the batch of
inserted edges for both our Anti-Section algorithms and cuSparse implementation
as depicted in Fig. 6.6. The Hash-Based Anti-Section approach is requires
approximately 3×to5× lesser time than the Dual-Round approach. The iterations for
Hash-Based Anti-Section operations are typically observed to be over approximately
10× faster than cuSparse. Some instances are observed such that it is over 100×
faster. The exception of the Anti-Section algorithm being slower than cuSparse
only holds for several iterations for the p2p-Gnutella09 input network. This can
be attributed to a large number of edges being added to the graph. The time-wise
cost of Anti-Section operation increases with increase in density of the graph as a
result of more number of edges.
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Figure 6.4 The left column depicts the execution breakdown (Anti-Section, bulk
insertions, and graph sorting) in percentage for three selected networks as a function
of the iteration. The execution breakdown is relative to the execution time of a given
algorithm. The right column depicts the execution time for the same three networks
as function of the iteration.
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(a) Iterations as function of hash table size.
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(b) Execution time (ms) as function of hash table size
Figure 6.5 The hash table size has an impact on both the number of iterations (top)
and the execution (bottom). There is a clear correlation between these and selecting
the right hash-table size is important for performance for denser transitive closure
outputs.
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In this thesis, we studied a novel algorithm for generating the transitive closure
of a graph. The Anti-section transitive closure algorithm is intuitive in relation
with the basic idea of transitive closure. The formulation can leverage the power
of fine-grained parallelism and enables scalability. The method used to discover
transitive edges called the Anti-Section operation is similar to list difference operation
and finds edges efficiently. Moreover, through the analysis of performance of Hornet,
we observe that redundant memory storage for graphs and operations to update
the graph can be avoided by using a dynamic graph data structure saving time
and space. Efficient batch-wise edge insertions is another advantage of Hornet
that was highlighted through the performance analysis. In every computational
phase of our algorithm, we take advantage of the parallel compute resources of the
NVIDIA GPUs through parallelization. Graph sorting and updates are parallelized
by functionalities Hornet provides and the Anti-Section operations are parallelized
within our implementation. Ease in parallelization is introduced due to two major
aspects. Distinction of generating transitive closure through distinct phases and the
iteration-based formulation. These also contribute to the speedup of our algorithms
over all sequential and parallel benchmarks.
7.1 Further Scope
For further efficiency, the Anti-Section operation can also be implemented using a
binary search approach which might be more efficient in skipping edges that are not
useful. Improvements can be achieved in memory management by estimating the size
of the hash-table such that it achieves balance between the size of the hash-table and
the number of iterations due to discovery of new edges in preceding ones. This can
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be achieved by studying performance data for a large number of input graphs over
varying sizes of hash-tables to devise a relation between a particular property of the
graph and the most efficient hash-table size. A mathematical average case analysis
can also be done for space and time complexity of both approaches. Improvements
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